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James H. Miller, “Expert Eye: Dan Cameron,” The Art Newspaper, December 9, 2017
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Dan Cameron is the founder of the Prospect New Orleans triennial and the artistic director of the forthcoming

Open Spaces biennial, which is due to premiere in Kansas City next August. His favourite contemporary works at

Art Basel in Miami Beach toss stability to the wind, unsettling expectations about the picture plane, space and

media. “I like art that is bursting at the seams,” he says.
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“ his is a portrait, a character study, yet it s so fragmented and rearranged,” Cameron says. “ here are different

angles and points of access to the sub ect, none of which is straight on. I m always interested in how something

like technology can alter the way in which a traditional medium like painting is used,” Cameron says, referring

to Schoolwerth s use of Photoshop to superimpose and layer images. He also notes that the artist, who is in his

late s, “seems as fresh as a newly minted art school graduate , but I don t know many year olds who have

the chops to pull off something like this”.



Howard Halle, “Review: Pieter Schoolwerth, ‘Model as Painting’” Time Out New York, June 13, 2017









Molly Warnock and Pieter Schoolwerth, “1000 Words: Pieter Schoolwerth,” Artforum, January 2017, pp. 176-181
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PIETER SCHOOLWERTH has always played around with words, and the title of his current project is no
exception. As the artist readily acknowledges, “Model as Painting,” 2016–, immediately conjures Painting
as Model, Yve-Alain Bois’s classic 1990 collection of essays on modern and primarily abstract exemplars of
the medium. Yet true to the painter’s subcultural allegiances (he was for many years the animating spirit
behind New York’s Wierd Records and the label’s legendary weekly party), it turns that rubric on its head.
This reversal, Schoolwerth notes, is keyed to the rapid proliferation of “forces of abstraction in the world,”
the internet and digital technology foremost among them. What better name, then, for a body of work—
manifestations of an expanded practice of painting that incorporates photography, ink-jet printing, and relief
sculpture—that centrally involves both analog and virtual templates, inventively looping manual labor and
digital processing.

Schoolwerth’s painting has repeatedly posed the question of its relationship to prior models. Earlier series
draw primarily from European tableaux of the sixteenth through nineteenth centuries, though each does so
differently: “The Z-axis Cycle,” 2008, shows the artist combining freely re-created elements from separate
works, while “Portraits of Paintings,” 2009–12, offers radically concentrated and selectively edited mash-ups
of the disparate elements in a given landscape, still life, or history painting. “After Troy,” 2012, particularly
foregrounds the iterative nature of Schoolwerth’s output: Every picture is based on either Simon Vouet’s or
Lionello Spada’s rendering of Virgil’s Aeneas carrying his father, Anchises, from the burning city. The “After
Troy” canvases, significantly, presage the admixture of digital and analog procedures the artist deploys to
such startling effect in “Model as Painting”: Fragments of the source pictures (gathered from the internet, as
is generally the case with Schoolwerth’s appropriated images) were subjected to digital modification,
printed, and further enhanced with hand-drawn marks and brushstrokes. In their resulting chimera-like
condensations, as in their mixing of traditional and contemporary materials and processes, these paintings
appear hybrid, knotted, self-interrupting things, echoing the unprecedented compression of space and time
paradigmatic of communication today: the new baroque of the digital screenworld.

That contraction is also central to “Model as Painting.” In Schoolwerth’s newest works (which will be on
view at Berlin’s Capitain Petzel gallery from January 21 to February 25), the scenography derives for the
most part from online images of generic living spaces—templates of another sort, one might say, waiting to
be filled with content by their occupant-users. Illusionist, human-shaped depressions appear as if excised
from different layers of the virtual space, leaving only isolated photographic vestiges —a rudely gesturing
hand, a sneaker-clad foot—and distended shadow-forms. (Here, as in Schoolwerth’s immediately preceding
project, “Your Vacuum Sucks,” 2014–15, the artist draws on his own photographs of posed figures.) From
one iteration to the next, the painter flips, selectively warps, or otherwise reworks the digital model, adding
and subtracting information to obtain compositions of varying complexity. The effects, both in the resulting
canvases and in the monochromatic, wall-hung relief whose production marks the end of each series, are
at once visceral and vertiginous, even as the steady recurrence of select features brings us unerringly back
to the method behind the seeming madness.

—Molly Warnock
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Pieter Schoolwerth, Fuck
Me #1, 2016, oil, acrylic,
and ink-jet print on canvas,
90 × 120". From the series
“Fuck Me,” 2016–, from the
project “Model as Painting,”
2016–.



THE PROCESS THAT I’M USING to produce paintings echoes the way that technology produces digital

space in the world. I build a multilayered sculptural relief articulating a figurative composition into which I

distribute both digital information and the matter of paint. This template is like an operating system, an

analog sculpture that lurks beneath capitalism’s seductive, lifestyle-producing illusion of dematerialization,

the cloud driving so many commercial industries.

The initial version of that model is in foamcore. The foamcore compositions come together organically, and I

make them intentionally rough. There are ragged edges and dashed-off brushstrokes because I paint them

by hand. They’re quite laborious to sculpt, each taking three or four long days to make, as I cut out the

hundreds of puzzle pieces with a knife, duct-tape them together, and screw them onto a wall for

photographing. I upload the photographs, rework them in an image-processing program, print the result on

canvas, and apply a final layer of gestural marks in oil paint. The last stage in the process, after I compose

the painting from the model, is to go back and format the composition of the model as a multilayered series

of PDF line drawings, which I cut out in wood with a CNC router and reassemble as a sculpture. So the

model in fact ends up fed back in a loop, as both the first and last stage in the process, existing as both a

model to produce the painting and a sculptural memorial to the completed painterly process. I think it’s

important to insist on the fact that, behind the digital smoke screen, and undergirding it as an indispensable

foundation, there is a sculptural object that’s built and operated by people—whether it’s internet

infrastructure, server farms, or another product of human labor.

Pieter Schoolwerth,
Leave/Remain #1, 2016,
oil, acrylic, and ink-jet print
on canvas, 90 × 120". From
the series “Leave/Remain,”
2016–, from the project
“Model as Painting,” 2016–.

In the same way that your computer or phone is a blank template onto which you distribute information to

compose and perform your life, the models are empty vessels in which the narrative changes depending on

what information is dispersed into them. Most of the recent models depict groups of people arguing. The

hysteria of argument is very much a visual ground for day-to-day life now—you walk down the street or turn

on the news and it seems all there is to watch is people screaming at each other in a panic, or people

babbling alone into the vacuum space of anonymous online posts and comment threads on social media.

So this image of an argument is the sculptural “model” I start with. For an exhibition in London I digitally

compressed the Union Jack and EU flags into the pulverized “bodies” of the arguing figures, while for the

forthcoming show in Berlin I’ve swapped the logos of two local rival football teams representing the East

and West into this same model, a compression that confronts the viewer with the sacrilegious position of

the potential of “liking” both teams, which symbolically and historically represent conflicting social classes in

the city. In other, more formally motivated works, I’ve warped a sample image of paisley or ’80s new-wave

fabric design and an image of a randomly shuffled Rubik’s Cube grid, each ready-made compositions of

color and line of sorts, over the image of the model in the computer, an activity that digitally allegorizes the

activity of stretching a canvas over an empty frame. I’ve been thinking about how the “once removed”
model in each painting, a printed photographic image of a (“lost”) relief sculpture that functions as a blank
compositional template, might function as an appropriate “model” for a virtual space in painting . . . as in
painting once removed from itself. The phrase once removed, apart from connoting virtuality, has another
meaning that in fact actually describes the process of abstraction—as in “once taken out” of the frame, as I
named it in an episode of the video Your Vacuum Sucks, 2014–15, which I made with Alexandra Lerman
and which provided the narrative organizing structure for a series of three exhibitions I had a few years ago.

I’ve always been interested in the ways in which the ever-changing, and often invisible, forces of
abstraction in the world affect the task of representing the human body. I’ve come to use the photographed
shadow to represent the performance of your digital body when we’re not together. It’s interesting how
certain people come off so differently when you e-mail or text with them, or how their personality appears
on digital platforms as opposed to when you speak with them in person. And so many of the ways we
communicate now, obviously, are not in person, so the shadow seems an appropriate image for your
noncorporeal presence when I communicate with you through digital means—your elusive, malleable
shadow (body).



In many of my projects over the past several years, including the “Portraits of Paintings” series, in which I
used bodies depicted in old paintings as raw material to build a model for the ever-unstable contemporary
body, I try to create a model for representing your presence to me by compressing the image of your body
with the image of your shadow. If your shadow represents your presence when you’re not here, and your
body is “you” when you are here, I thought maybe one way to represent an overall model of “you” would be
to compress those two together to discover an average of sorts—by warping the image of your body into
the contour of your shadow.

There’s obviously a play on the word model, as it now refers to a digital template but could also refer back
to the nude or the history of the muse or the figure that poses. I’m always trying to allow words to
simultaneously occupy conflicting meanings. In this case, if human labor really is at the root of every digital
network, the model is always, ultimately, a human figure (or millions of figures) working in the shadows.

With the wooden models that mark the conclusion of the process, I began by looking at midcentury
modernist reliefs by artists such as Louise Nevelson, Hans Arp, and Charles Green Shaw—these objects
started to look so contemporary to me in their futurist organicism. Nevelson in particular, if you squint, is
nearly a perfect precursor to the iPhone 7 campaign! What became interesting was to try to conflate the
shallow space of modernist painting and relief sculpture with the shallow space of the computer screen, as
both present a paradigm shift away from the conventional model of perspectival space. So it made sense to
have this relief space become the thing that I would call the model, and photograph and embed under the
surface of this pixelated world on the canvas—which I take to be the schematic, analog foundation of digital
space today.

One model often lends itself to producing a series of paintings. I frequently repaint the model a different
color, flip it horizontally or vertically, and reembed the fragments of information back into the image of the
sculptural relief. These alterations yield an entirely different composition out of the same raw materials. I’m
always trying to make variations within each series that articulate the fact that the model exists
independently as an object apart from, yet inside of, the final painting, and that it by necessity precedes the
painting process. And the final image of the depicted world depends on the model’s presence beneath the
surface.

This framework enables a new agency for paint, allowing it to play a different role than it does in
conventional abstraction or representation. The actual matter of paint is put into an uncomfortably conflicted
situation, raising the question of what it’s doing here. In one sense, it’s liberated, because it’s unburdened
from the need to represent anythingS that’s been taken care of digitally with the print. It has an abstraction of
being, analogous to the way that paint functioned under the reductive logic of modernist abstraction—like
gestural marks in Abstract Expressionism. But at the same time, this matter is also completely subservient
to what I call the script of the composition: the formal dictates of the underlying color and contours. The
matter of paint functions as a final layer or enhancement that simply reiterates the digitally printed material
support—kind of like decorative ornament in architecture, adorning the building as a last-minute excess, or
the filters you see in digital cameras or on social media platforms, in which the push of a button instantly
intensifies or enriches the surface. This last stage of “filtering,” or gestural enhancement, is where I put
myself back into the tableau, reiterating the material support of the canvas by marking it with the human
hand.

Pieter Schoolwerth,
Green Model of a Couple
Arguing About Their
Abysmal Financial
Situation, 2016, oil, acrylic,
and ink-jet print on canvas,
90 × 120". From the series
“A Couple Arguing,” 2016–,
from the project “Model as
Painting,” 2016–.

The most literal embodiment of the model as the painting would be if every painting were created by the
same template, whether it was flipped, painted, warped—and it would really insist on this analog foundation
for the production of a world. At the end of the line in each of these worlds, there’s a foundation that’s a
thing I made. It’s not a thing or a formal style that Apple made or that Adobe made. I’d like my work to
contain something more than the activity of just clicking around on image-processing programs to fetishize
the look of PhotoshopC there’s a lot of painting out there that just looks like an ad for Adobe. I want the thing
at the end of the line in my paintings to be an object that I actually created myself.



John Quin, “Pieter Schoolwerth”, Frieze.com, March 1, 2017
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!eeing !ign' of *rexit at Frieze London
Walking through the tent6 of Frieze Art Fair la6t weekend, vi6ual evidence of
?rexit’6 impact wa6 all around.

Tau$if Noor Octo.er 11, 2016

door$ are propped up *+ the $hadow$ of arm$ and head$. 3choolwerth$’$ technique wa$

elucidated *+ the galler+’$ inclu$ion of a three-dimen$ional foamcore model that the

arti$t u$ed to compo$e the painting$. He *egin$ with digital photo$ of human ègure$ and

inanimate o*ject$ and then draw$ the model$ and their $hadow$. Upon importing and

enlarging the$e drawing$ in an image-proce$$ing $+$tem, he manipulate$ their $hape$

further, then print$ them onto canva$, where he add$ ge$tural $troke$ of oil paint.

Pieter 3choolwerth, model for ‘Leave/Remain’ (2016), foam compo$ite (image courte$+ Miguel A*reu Galler+)One of Wolfgang Tillman.’. ‘1etween 1ridge.’ po.ter. (image via tillman..co.uk)

LONDON — “It’. a que.tion of where Fou feel Fou Gelong,” read. one of Wolfgang

Tillman.’. downloadaGle !etween !ridge+ po.ter. from hi. JU Campaign. “Vote Remain

on 23rd June.” Tillman., like much of the re.t of Jngland’. creative cla.. and, indeed,

mo.t of the world, didn’t anticipate that hi. fellow countrFmen would actuallF vote to

leave the Juropean Union. Reveral month. later, the nation i. in the throe. of a .till-

impending 1rexit. Prominent cultural organization. including Frieze magazine and the

Creative Indu.trie. Federation have .poken out to decrF the lo.. of international

funding opportunitie. and the pre.umptive decrea.e of moGilitF for arti.t. within

Jurope. Walking through the tent. of Frieze, one of London’. large.t international art

fair., in Regent’. Park la.t weekend, vi.ual evidence of 1rexit’. impact wa. all around.

1ut drawing a clear conclu.ion remain., like the logi.tic. of 1rexit it.elf, diêcult.

Tillman. maF Ge one of the Gigge.t name. to have .poken out aGout the vote, Gut Pieter

Rchoolwerth’. painting. the .uGject in perhap. the mo.t vi.uallF captivating and direct

waF. At the New York–Ga.ed Miguel AGreu GallerF’. Gooth at Frieze, hi. 2016 .erie.

Leave/Remain oçered no preten.e, commanding attention with it. red, white, and Glue

palette and complex amalgamation of form. receding and protruding within the picture

plane. In each of the painting., form i. deèned in part GF aG.ence — taGle. are

completed not GF their own leg. Gut GF human one. .tanding Gehind them; wall. and



Pieter 'choolwerth – “Leave/Remain #2” (2016), oil, acr?lic, and giclé print on canvaD (image courteD? Miguel
AHreu Galler?)

In the Leave/Remain paintingD, 'choolwerth’D handpainted LU and Union Jack éagD
Hecome Hoth foreground and Hackground. Golden DtarD Dtand out againDt ro?al Hlue in
“Leave/Remain #1,” aD do AdidaD DneakerD and ChineDe porcelain HowlD — traceD of
'choolwerth’D digital manipulationD Hut alDo D?mHolD of a gloHalized network of
commerce and Hranding. In “Leave/Remain #2,” Uritain’D Union Jack iD more
prominentl? in pla?, Hut pieceD of the LU DtarD are Dtill viDiHle. For 'choolwerth,
Hreaking up human formD along with the trappingD of domeDtic DtaHilit? iD an attempt to
underDtand the fragmented nature of a Urexit deal that threatenD normalc?.
'choolwerth’D paintingD are captivating not neceDDaril? HecauDe of the head? éag
imager? or Hright colorD, Hut HecauDe the? reconègure form to create a tenDion that
mirrorD the political murkineDD of the real world.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Exhibition:   Pieter Schoolwerth 

Your Vacuum Blows, which Sucks 
 
Dates:   March 22 – May 3, 2015 
 
Reception: Sunday, March 22, 6 – 8PM 
 
This show began one day when a very rare space opened up while I was cleaning my house. I was using a shitty 
old green vacuum and noticed it wasn't picking anything up and, out of banal frustration, I instinctively blurted 
out “this vacuum sucks!" I then stopped for a moment to reconsider this statement: if it didn't suck, it wouldn't 
be a vacuum. In other words, performing the function of 'sucking' is precisely what creates its identity, yet if it 
doesn't work properly, it still possesses and maintains this same identity – it sucks! There is (apparently) only 
one way it can be.    
 
As one negotiates the presence of a vacuum, therefore, one is up against a dictatorial feedback loop in which, by 
intrinsically logical necessity, there is but one possible outcome, one way of being and feeling the presence of 
'it'. This somehow seems inordinately unsatisfactory. For the purposes of this exhibition, I wanted to 
understand why this is the case, and determine if, perhaps, there might be another way out of this state of affairs 
– a different way in which the vacuum could 'work' and be experienced.    
 
That being said half an inch above, it seemed the best way to 'figure' this out was to set up a situation in which a 
figure enters the vacuum, is sucked-in, so to speak, and in being so also contractually accepts the terms 
necessitated by the feedback loop that her or his body also literally be sucked-out. By depicting a figure that is 
both in the vacuum – as a hole, a shadow, a warped reflection, or an abstraction – yet also literally and entirely 
removed from 'it', one might have an appropriate model by which to represent life in this previously unknown 
space, one in which ‘space' (its self [sic]) has literally been ‘taken out'. In this process of producing 
simultaneous presence and absence, maybe it could be possible to inhabit a newly space-less ground zero of 
sorts, wherein the vacuum's categorically enforced, sadistically singular rule of being is momentarily suspended, 
so that something else could happen... and everyone has a vacuum, which they routinely use to prepare and 
maintain the ground below.    
 
Your Vacuum Sucks is an ever-expanding vacuum of paintings, drawings, and a single channel video produced in 
collaboration with Alexandra Lerman, which was inaugurally plugged in at What Pipeline in Detroit (September 
2014), then moved on to New Delhi, India, at GallerySKE (October 2014), before landing in New York at 
Miguel Abreu Gallery. With each iteration the vacuum has accumulated more and more material inside its 
(body) – an eminently space-less place – which, whether it ‘works' or not, most certainly sucks... because if it 
didn't, it wouldn't be a vacuum.    
 
— Pieter Schoolwerth 
 
 
Your Vacuum Sucks is an episodic video by Pieter Schoolwerth and Alexandra Lerman featuring (in order of appearance): 
Nate Young, John Olson, James Baljo, Madeline Hollander, Dean Bein, Anarexia Hurls, Mike Caiazzo, Dave Castillo, 
Contessa Stuto, and Blake Rayne. Music by Nate Young (Wolf Eyes), Soren Roi (RØSENKØPF, Nothing Changes NYC), and 
Jonathan Canady (Deathpile, Angel of Decay). 
 
 
 
 
 



Pieter Schoolwerth has exhibited internationally with notable solo shows at Thread Waxing Space, Greene Naftali, American 
Fine Arts Co., Elizabeth Dee Gallery, and Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York. His work has been included in group exhibitions at 
The Museum of Modern Art, New York, Centre Pompidou, Paris, The Aldrich Museum of Contemporary Art, Ridgefield, CT, 
the Institute of Contemporary Art, Boston, Anthony Reynolds Gallery, London, 303 Gallery, and Gavin Brown’s enterprise, New 
York. His fourth one-person exhibition at the gallery, After Troy, was followed by Shadows Past at Galerie Nathalie Obadia, 
Brussels in 2013. In 2014, Schoolwerth had solo shows at What Pipeline, Detroit, Gallery SKE, New Delhi, India, and a two-
person exhibition with Jonathan Lasker at Galeria Marta Cervera, Madrid. 
 
From 2003 to 2013, Schoolwerth ran Wierd Records and the Wierd Party at Home Sweet Home on the LES of NYC. Wierd 
released music by 42 bands working in the genres of minimal electronics, coldwave and noise, and produced over 500 live music, 
dj, and performance art events internationally (www.wierdrecords.com). 
 



Jeff Gibson, “Pieter Schoolwerth,” Artforum, September 2015, p. 384



P.C. Smith, “Pieter Schoolwerth,” Art in America, June/July 2015, p. 145-146



Ethan Swan, “Pieter Schoolwerth interviewed about ‘Your Vacuum Sucks’”, 356 S. Mission Rd. (Blog), June 2015

Pieter Schoolwerth interviewed about “Your Vacuum Sucks”
Pieter Schoolwerth interviewed by Ethan Swan 
via email, June 2015

Your Vacuum Sucks (2015, 38 min) is a film by Pieter Schoolwerth and Alexandra Lerman. The film will screen at 356
S. Mission Road on Saturday, June 13 at 7 PM, with a performance by Nate Young (Wolf Eyes, Regression). 

Ethan Swan: Most people know you as a painter, have you made videos before Your Vacuum Sucks? Do you feel
like this video has a connection to your paintings, or is there some kind of break or change at work here? 

Pieter Schoolwerth: I’ve long been interested in how the ever-changing forces of abstraction in the world effect the task
of representing the human body. This ongoing investigation has caused me to think about how one forms an idea of
another’s bodily presence, and how to represent the compression of space and time that is such a part of communicating
today. My work of the 1990’s used installation, video and drawing, and later in the 2000’s figurative painting became
the medium that seemed the best suited to this task. Over the past few years though I’ve had the opportunity to return to
video, thanks largely to meeting Alexandra Lerman with whom I collaborated to make Your Vacuum Sucks, and without
whose technical wizardry it would not have been possible, as well as Masha Beliaeva who helped us to create the
special effect that turned this whole world on and made it truly “suck” with pleasure. For the moment I’ve come to feel
that presenting a dialectic of still and moving images together can do something different than painting can do by itself.
Dialogue, body language, and humor on a screen can effect how one experiences related paintings nearby in the gallery
space.



Your Vacuum Sucks is a film in which the lead character has been digitally erased from the image. Appearing as a hole,
a shadow, or a mirror re ection of his properly embodied friends and coworkers he pays a friendly visit to in each of
the seven scenes, he engages in a series of rebus-like exchanges, whereby he is present to others through his visual
absence. The moving image on screen is composed of two disparate moments in time compressed, and running along
side each other in parallel as separate filmic layers. Everywhere the lead figure’s body appears in the top layer it is
sucked-out’ to create a hole, and the empty space of his silhouette filled in with a different take of the same shot

showing through the bottom layer, depicting a moment ust before, or is it one soon to follow

The result of this superimposition (which occurs in my both recent paintings and the video) is an image of both spatial
and temporal compression  two discrete moments in space and time are represented with a single image of a body. So
in a way the figures the lead character is interacting with are feeding back their own images on themselves. This idea
has a sort of inverse relationship to that of cubist space: the cubists depicted one body from multiple points of view, I
am depicting multiple bodies from one point of view - which is so often the case today when one’s body is firmly
planted in front of a screen opened up onto multiple space-less vistas. Maybe you’re simultaneously talking to your
Mom about your confusing childhood, your coworker next to you about how the coffee sucks, and a future employer
about hopefully getting a better ob  and your “body” is owing through and oating around somewhere in between
all of these windows on the world.

ES: Your Vacuum Sucks de nitel  ade e thin  a lot about ace  ne o  the une ected thin   reall  li ed
about the video i  how a iliar all the location  elt to e  he bedroo  decorated with band o ter  and dirt
laundr  or the ara e  ull o  anon ou  un  hi  ind o  irror  the in iration or the l  ri ht  You ve
aid it tarted ro  a ver  uotidian  do e tic o ent

PS: The inspiration for the evolving Your Vacuum Sucks pro ect arose from a rather uncanny experience I had while
cleaning my house with a shitty old green vacuum cleaner. I noticed the vacuum wasn’t picking anything up, and out of
banal frustration I instinctively blurted out “this vacuum sucks ” I then stopped for a moment to reconsider this curious
statement: if it didn’t suck it wouldn’t be a vacuum. In other words, if it works - it sucks, and if it doesn’t work - it
sucks. There is (apparently) only one way that the vacuum can work, and be experienced. And the fact that this word
can be used both to designate a banal everyday appliance, as well as a larger model for the abstraction of social space
(as in “I feel like I’m living in a vacuum”) made this linguistic conundrum all the more intriguing.

I began to see the sentence “if it didn’t suck it wouldn’t be a vacuum” as a sort of feedback loop, which - like the closed
circuit of noise triggered by a microphone held up to an speaker - caused me to begin generating a visual scenario that
grew more complex the more I thought about it. It felt as though a crack created by language had opened up a new
visual vacuum space’ which I wanted to go inside of and create an artwork. I decided to make a video and a related
series of paintings generated by a narrative in which a figure whose physical body has been abstracted enters a series of
his friends’ and coworkers’ personal vacuums per se, perhaps in an attempt to find a way in which the daily experience
of their social space could not suck’, both literally and figuratively.

I was determined to escape this feedback loop for the third iteration of the show in NY recently which was entitled Your
Vacuum Blows, which Sucks. I’d been stockpiling a pretty abject arsenal of outmoded appliances in my studio that I was
using to warp and liquefy images of into the contours of shadows cast by bodies’ and objects’ in my paintings, and I
realized that beginning in the early 2000s so many shop vacs began to come e uipped with an “air ow reversal
switch”, which allows the identity of the object to change from a vacuum to a blower. So for a moment I thought I was
finally free  and the vacuum could no longer suck’, because now IT blows. This made sense as (duh) of course my
vacuum sucks - there’s no way to breathe without space. I figured if I could finally exhale’ after sucking air in,
breathing could finally becomes possible (and the feedback loop would be broken at last).

My joy was short-lived, however, as Blows’ is simultaneously the same and the opposite of sucks’. So If the blower
works  it blows  if it doesn’t work  it blows. So now I realized my vacuum blows, which sucks FTW.

ES: So there’s something radical about the vacuum’s position in a way? This is kind of a leap, but I feel like
there’s a connection to extreme art or music here. Like how a power electronics band kind of always wins –
either you stay for the set and enjoy it, or you can’t deal with the onslaught and you walk out. Because the stance
is an aggressive one, there’s a victory in chasing people out, maybe equal to the one of having fans. Do you have
thoughts about this kind of position?

PS: That makes sense, though maybe the more obvious reason people walk out on on power electronics nowadays is
watching a lone bro turning on another predictable vacuum of consumer electronics while self-righteously checking his
gmail on stage in a hot and steamy fan-less room isn’t terribly exciting. Mark Solotroff and I who have who I’ve long
played together in BLOODYMINDED have contrarily spent quite a few years ripping each other apart on stage in an
effort to put the physical body back into the vacuum and bring the sweaty heat-seeking eshly encasement that once
housed rock n roll back into noise. Who knows if IT’s worked, but god knows we’ve certainly shared many lovely
nights of triumphantly awkward public intimacy together I’ve eminently enjoyed!

But extreme email-encrusted stage presences aside, a vacuum in a way presents an image of space without space. And
the manner in which a vacuum sucks material detritus out of the world - by removing it into a chamber that is still in
this world’, a space inside the appliance, yet no longer clearly visible as on the ground’ - seems a timely model for the
way in which one experience the abstraction of space and the body today. Video imagery operates in a similar nowhere
space’, depicting images of things of this world’ once removed as sucked-into a plastic box to glow as pixels of light
on a screen.

After my beloved green vac died, I found a very cool faux wood grain model made by a company called Rainbow in
the early 70’s that I liked - I figured all the earthy, organic motifs in place might make it slightly less inclined to suck,
but unfortunately I still needed to clean the house. This model was also interesting because once sucked inside the
detritus was contained within a transparent plastic chamber underneath the body of the machine and readily visible
from the outside, as once removed, not unlike a little screen on which to watch the visual trash of the world swirl round
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on smart devices. This chamber also seemed an intriguing metaphor for the human body’s self-awareness after
ingesting food, ideas, and sensations. A few weeks after acquiring my new vacuum I found myself at a New Years Eve
party in a certain infamous Michigan basement encased by wood paneled walls and a swirl of reveling partiers, and it
struck me: the faux wood vacuum was the basement around me – and I was inside of it, and maybe IT was also inside
of me, this was a very rare moment indeed.

ES: If people aren’t familiar with your paintings, they might instead be familiar with the Wierd party/label you
did from 2003-2013. I feel like there are a lot of shared themes between Wierd and Your Vacuum Sucks   a
preoccupation with social space; an anxiety about absent bodies or dematerialization; word play; even the
extreme art/music mentioned above. I know you’ve kept that activity at a distance from your visual art, but is
there a way that Wierd informs Vacuum?

PS: Well you’ve certainly written more erudite words than I could eVR scribe here on the topic of Wierd’s ethos on the
trials and tribulations of the human body’s drama in social space over the past decade. Suffice it to say, the early 2000’s
were a very interesting time to watch how people negotiated their physicality as their lives slowly migrated onto the
internet. The party began just before social networks took hold of people’s attention, as the likes of Itunes and torrents
began wiping out the music industry and changing how music circulated and what is was used for. So to make a long
story short I began to see an an analogy between analogue synthesis and the position of the body in digital space at the
time, and getting people out of their cubicles to come together and trying to build a new spirited social body in the
night felt very meaningful.

For the 10 years I ran the party I communicated with a list of subscribers through a weekly email I sent every
Wednesday afternoon – I would sit down and force myself to cough up a stream of consciousness text in an hour or so,
usually connecting thoughts on the abstraction of daily life to the performance that was scheduled to take place in the
club that evening. I gradually developed a materialist style of writing (using words more for their word-play and
punning value as exible shapes and sounds), which I hoped would connect to the d lire of nightlife, in hopes of
evoking a libidinal mental space to inspire people to come out and visit me in the smoke and mirrors of our basement
on the LES. I’ve also come to believe the pun may have some connection to a body’s double  a ip side to a word’s
meaning always existing in the shadows that can open up visual space.

When I brought the party to an end in February of 2013, I thought I’d miss all the blissed out familiar faces and frozen
sounds that grounded that world for so long, but I realized the activity I missed the most was accessing the unmediated
freedom valve that came with writing the Weird email text each week. So instead of producing a coffee table book or a
documentary film on the party and label, I decided what I really wanted to do was write a script in the spirit of the
weekly email. For years I’d kept my music and painting energies very separate, largely in order to keep the subcultural
world free of the usurping forces of commerce, and running the label, mail order and booking a hundred or so shows a
year took a most of my time. But since taking a break from club culture I’ve come to bring all my focus and time back
to making art, and this moment has allowed me to almost start over in a way.

ES: The evolving project of Your Vacuum Sucks began at What Pipeline in Detroit last September, then travelled
to Gallery SKE in New Delhi, India in October, and was most recently plugged back in at Miguel Abreu Gallery
in April  Can you talk about how the works in this most recent installation related to the l

PS: For each iteration of the three part project taking place in Detroit, Delhi, and New York I built different
arrangements of one-sided walls painted to correspond to the scenes of the video, designated by color bars before each
scene. I see the walls as connoting a fantasy space similar to that created by a television set. Many of the walls contain
rectangular holes corresponding to displaced paintings that have been ‘sucked out’ of the walls (and displaced to a
different part of the room) in a similar way to how the bodies are abstracted and fed back in the video. The painting
process begins by taking photographs of the figures and ob ects depicted in the video, as well as the shadows cast from
pro ecting a light on each in front of a wall. I then start composing on the computer and stretch the images of the figures
and objects into their accordant warped shadows, and combine them together into pixelated human-object hybrids,
which I print out on canvas. I apply a final layer of painterly intrusions on top of each of these compressed and
destabilized bodily images born in the shadowy vacuum, plugging in and thereby turning on the rectangular objects by
literally reiterating the previously vacuous, pixilated material surface…in hopes, perhaps, that it does something other
than suck.
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Pieter Schoolwerth 
 
Shadows Past  
April 18 – June 1, 2013 
 
 
 
Press release  
 
 
Galerie Nathalie Obadia is delighted to present Pieter Schoolwerth’s first Brussels solo exhibition, 
following Portraits of Paintings in Paris in 2010.  
 
Shadows Past is comprised of recent works that, like those in Schoolwerth’s recent After Troy 
exhibition at Miguel Abreu Gallery, New York, further the artist’s pictorial research that began with 
his Z-axis cycle and Portraits of Paintings series. Using images sourced from a repertoire of 
paintings ranging from the Renaissance to the 19th century, Schoolwerth revisits the art of the old 
masters through a process of methodical and highly original synthesis. Somewhere between 
abstract ion and figuration, tracing and compression, Schoolwerth’s paintings modify and redeploy 
visual data from the past in order, as he has stated, “to address the contemporary world.” 
 
The canvases exhibited in After Troy reveal Schoolwerth’s latest developments. For this series, the 
artist started with reproductions of two paintings, one by Simon Vouet (1590-1649), the other by 
Lionello Spada (1576-1622), both depicting the Greek myth of Aeneas. Schoolwerth then digitized, 
selected, and rearranged elements of the original compositions, blowing them up past their intended 
print capacity, and outputting them on canvases measuring more than 180 x 150 cm. The artist 
describes the pixelated effect the images gather through this processing as ‘mechanical pointillism’. 
In this way, Schoolwerth gives form to a (de)composition, to a new pulverized and dismembered 
body made up of the superimposed, conglomerated figures from the two paintings under 
consideration. These fragmented digital figures are interwoven with pastel line drawings in the 
Renaissance cartoon tradition, and lacerated by abbreviated swaths of paint in a chromatic range 
aligned with that of the original reproductions.  
 
The artist describes his layered method, made up of several rigorous stages of apprehension and 
elaboration, as underscoring ‘the arc of his desire’. Art critic John Yau emphasizes that within the 
severe constraints of his painting process, Schoolwerth has ultimately found a way to permit 
improvisation. He explains that “this is further heightened by the pristine state of the painting’s matte 
black surface, which suggests that no erasure or major alteration took place during the process, that 
premier coup painting and drawing into a set of discrete decisions in which revision isn’t allowed.” 
 
An important milestone reached in Shadows Past at Galerie Nathalie Obadia lies in the series of 
subtle shifts the painting-object itself makes, as it acknowledges its immersion in the digital universe. 
In one work, for instance, the composition is framed by a trompe l’oeil depiction of a white wall upon 
which a painting-within-the-painting appears to cast a shadow. A more attentive look reveals that this 
frame is a pixelized digital picture of the wall upon which the painting hangs while being 
produced.  The destabilizing effect of printing directly on canvas this extraction of the object from its 
immediate substance adds to the layers of abstraction already at work within the painting: the tracing 
of the figures; the superimposition of heads and slashing of bodies; the mixing of photography and 
collage, design and print with gestural abstraction. What we have, therefore, is a kind of new 
figuration that endeavors, at first, to capture the oblique, yet objective forces of abstraction that act 



upon and produce the generic body of today, before giving it a new shape and renewed substance 
through what can still be called painting. A second crucial evolution belonging to Shadows Past 
concerns the emergence of photographed contemporary figure parts within the tumultuous re-
articulation of the distant classical works. 
 
The outgrowth of a succession of acts of compression and superimposition, what remains of the 
memory of the initial depicted bodies – a dismantled mass – floats in space as a single, monstrous 
formation. In his own words, Schoolwerth practices a kind of ‘reverse cubism’: ‘Picasso or Braque 
would paint a single person from several points of view, whereas I paint several people from a single 
point of view’. 
 
The contrast between the uniformity of the monochromatic dark ground and the modeled and often 
bright colored figures is pushed to its limits in this new series. The general effect magnifies the brush 
strokes, vying with the wild energy of the post-war American lyrical abstraction. Like the latter 
painters, Schoolwerth  “takes advantage of the resistance of the materials to affirm the tragic 
dimension of the gesture which comes again and again on the image where ceaseless conflicts are 
played out." In this unexpected but epoch-appropriate way, this 21th-century New York painter boldly 
melds the approaches of Caravaggio and Francis Bacon across time, identifying their shared points 
and transcending their genres. 
 
In parallel with his painting, Pieter Schoolwerth ran the indie label Wierd Records, and until 27 
February was staging a weekly evening at Home Sweet Home on New York’s Lower East Side that 
featured performances by international musicians and DJs. This was Schoolwerth’s way of 
establishing a dialectic between his painting and the contemporary music in which he finds parallel 
ideas of ‘superimposition’ and ‘compression’ which underpin his pictorial technique. Pieter 
Schoolwerth explains that compression enables him to bring together his two worlds:  music and 
painting, in that “the brushstroke is the vice that keeps it all together,” like an MP3 or JPEG file 
contains and transmits sound and image concurrently. 
 
 
Pieter Schoolwerth was born in St Louis, Missouri in 1970 and graduated from the California Institute 
of the Arts. He lives and works in New York, where he has been exhibiting regularly since 1994. The 
artist has participated in numerous group shows, including Pop Surrealism at the Aldrich Museum of 
Contemporary Art in Ridgefield, Connecticut (1998); Festival Polyphonix at the Pompidou Center, 
Paris (2002); Drawing Out Of The Void at Vestry Arts, New York (2004); Tomorrow Land: CalArts In 
Moving Pictures at The Museum of Modern Art, New York (2006); and Leave No Trace at ISCP in 
New York (2009). Schoolwerth had one-person exhibitions in New York at Thread Waxing Space 
(1994), Greene-Naftali (1996), American Fine Arts (2000, 2001), Elizabeth Dee (2003, 2005), Miguel 
Abreu Gallery (2008, 2009, 2010). He also had two solo shows at MC Magma in Milan (2001, 2002). 
His most recent exhibition, After Troy, was held at Miguel Abreu Gallery last fall. 
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������������������������"����������#�������������������������������!����������������#����!��������������The first Brussels solo exhibition by American artist, Pieter Schoolwerth is currently showing at 
Galerie Nathalie Obadia, following ‘Portraits of Paintings’ in Paris in 2010. Pieter Schoolwerth was 
born in St Louis, Missouri in 1970 and graduated from the California Institute of Art. He lives and 
works in New York, where he has been exhibiting regularly since 1994. The artist has been involved 
in many group shows, including ‘Pop Surrealism’ at the Aldrich Museum of Contemporary Art in 
Ridgefield, Connecticut in 1998; ‘Festival Polyphonix’ at the Pompidou Centre in Paris in 2002; 
‘Drawing Out of the Void’ at Vestry Arts, Inc. in New York in 2004; ‘Tomorrow Land: CalArts’ in 
Moving Picture at MOMA, New York in 2006, and ‘Leave No Trace’ at ISCP in New York in 2009.

The current show is made up of recent works which, like the series ‘After Troy’ at Miguel Abreu 
Gallery in New York in November 2012, explore the fecundity of Pieter Schoolwerth’s latest picto-
rial researches. The works on show in Brussels are the fruits of two other projects: ‘The Z-axis 
Cycle’ and ‘Portraits of Paintings’, held respectively at Miguel Abreu Gallery in New York in 2009 
and at Galerie Obadia in Paris in 2010.

Taking a huge repertoire of images, ranging from the Renaissance to the 19th century, from 
mythological painting to still life, Pieter Schoolwerth revisits the art of the old masters by reference 
to a completely personal and original synthesis. Somewhere between the abstract and the figura-
tive, tracing and compression, his paintings modify and redeploy the shapes from the past which 
they draw on for their inspiration, in order, as he puts it, ‘to address the contemporary world’.

For details of showing times, see the Galerie Nathalie Obadia website. This exhibition closes on 14 
July 2013

American artist Pieter Schoolwerth has first 
show in Brussels
— May 2013
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Galeries

Alphabet sculpte et découpage d'histoire
� Oh ! Le curieux «O». — C est un alpha
bet virtuel que Piene Mane Lejeune trace
en metal, lumiere et miioii Ne en 1954 ce
sculpteui fiançais vit et tiavaille en Nor-
mandie II a réside a la Villa Medicis en
1983 et a tiavaille comme assistant de Niki
de Saint Phalle poui son jardin des lai cts
II exerce aux confins de la sculpture et de
l'ait decoiatif puisque, comme Diego Gia-
cometti, freie d'Albeit ll touche a la deco-
lation, ou plutôt a I occupation dc l'espace
avec des sculpruies lampes a poser, ap-
pliques et autres

Partant d une recherche graphique a
l'encre de Chine sul papier tiaçantsans
discontinuer des pictogiammes ceicles,
haits, doubles tiaits, il synthétise ensuite
ses «lettres» de piedilection en volume

On voit aujouid hui a la galène Valerie
Bach les grands foi mats dont il est fnand
et qui vivi ont leui belle vie immobile de
sculpture a l'exteneur comme cette fon
laine lepienant un ceicle dont le segment
manquant est complète pai le jet d'eau
qui ti ace un trait pi eos dans Pali

Voici un large cercle de metal et d acier,
dont les bol ds sont lehausses de muons,
dont s'échappe, pai le centie, un flot de lu-
mieie Plus lom un facétieux ti ait de lu
miel e (aciei et mn oil ), se coul be pi esque
pai inadvertance pour passer au dessus
d'un tioncd'aibre qui lui aurait bane la

route C est le patient tiavail sur I aciei, de-
coupe et soude par le feu puis gai ni du
froid et inerte mnoir qui est la cle de com-
préhension de l'œuvre de Pieri e Mane Le
jeune C'est comme s il cherchait, parce
piocessus a tracei un alphabet imaginane
et son vocabulaiie dans I univeisel pai un
geste pi imitif d'interrogation quant a
Peternite en taisant passer le temps sur ce
concept d'etei mie malgietout M.DC.

3LHUUH�0DULH�/HMHXQH�*DOHULH�9DOHULH
%DFK� ��UXH�5DLGHU� �����%UX[HOOHV� 'X
PDUGL�DX�VDPHGL�Gq�OO�D����K�HW�GH��4�D
�9�K�-XVTX�DX����PDL

� Collages numeriques d'histoire de
l'art. — Disons qu'on am ait donne a Pietei
Schoolwerth un épais livre d'images sul
l'histoire de l'ait Disons qu il am ait
decoupe comme un enfant, les parties de
tableaux qui Im plaisent Ensuite ll aurait
piocede a un large collage qui telescope-
i ait, sans complexe les styles et les
époques Dei i lerc ce piocessus joyeux et
legei, dont lesultent ces larges toiles
lehaussees de couleurs vives, a von
aujouid'hui a la galène Nathalie Obadia,
se cache un long piocessus technique pas
sant par la pixelhsation d'images,

Une facétie typographique
de Pierre Marie Lejeune.

Au fil de la promenade ludique
de rieter Schoolwerth, a travers l'histoire de l'art.
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jusqu'au rehaut en couche épaisse a l'acry-
lique Onpeutd'ailleuisdecouvin les
études prepaiatoires de l'aidste, sur des
papiei s calques supeiposés

A foi ce de lecouviements et de défor
mations, on a l'impression d'eti e devant
décoi de théâtie constitué de multiples
couches S'y pi essen! le XVIe siecle, le cu-
bisme de Picasso, les aplats des non-figu-
latifs, le moicellement de Bacon, en une
pioposition pensée et joyeuse Plus qu'une
moine synthèse, il s'agit ici d'une piome-
nade ludique à tiaveis l'Installe de l'ait

Paiallèlement à sa peintuie, Rieter
Schoolwerth du lge la maison de disque
indépendante Wieid Recoids el oigamse
«down town New York», des son ecs heb
domadanes ou se piessent musiciens et DJ
intel nationaux L'aitiste explique qu'il éta-
blit un lien entie sa peinture et la musique
actuelle faite de «compressions» Sul ses
toiles ce sont les coups de pinceau qui
maintiennent ensemble le télescopage et
l'assemblage des époques, comme un fï-
chiei M?3 contient et tiansmet le son et
l'image a la fois M.DC.

5LHWHU�6FKRROZHUWK,�*DOHULH�1DWKDOLH�2ED-
GLD���UXH�&KDUOHV�'HFRVWHU�����
%UX[HOOHV�'X�PDUGL�DX�YHQGUHGL�GH����D
���K,�VDPHGL�GH��4�D����K�-XVTX
DX I"1

MXLQ
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LATEST WEEKEND THIS IS BELGIUM MIXES MAGAZINE SPECIALS

10 things to do during Art Brussels

 This weekend's all about art in Brussels as the 31st edition of the

internationally acclaimed fair Art Brussels rolls into town. Featuring

quite a few newbies plus a new director, the country's seminal art

happening is set to be a stomper and Brussels will be abuzz with art

lovers from all over the globe. We’ve had a look at what’s going on

over the weekend to help you along with your Art Brussels experience,

and here's an artful selection of activities that includes everything

from off-fairs to parties and openings. Have fun. 

1. Poppositions

Satellite fairs are booming around the world, and Brussels is no exception. Apart

10 things to do during Art Brussels - The Word Magazine http://thewordmagazine.com/culture/10-things-to-do-during-art...

1 of 9

Clearing, one of Brussels’ younger galleries, is known for its penchant for emerging

art. This weekend the gallery is opening two shows; one by New York artist

Sebastian Black with his signature puppy paintings, and another, ‘Tradewinds’,

which showcases the photography of Russian-born Marina Pinsky and the sculpture

of Cooper Jacoby. While Jacoby plays with space, Pinsky’s work revolves around

pixilation.

18 April, 18h00-21h00

C L E A R I N G, Avenue Louise 292 Louizalaan – 1000 Brussels

www.c-l-e-a-r-i-n-g.com

10. Pieter Schoolwerth at Galerie Nathalie Obadia

Galerie Nathalie Obadia is presenting recent creations by Pieter Schoolwerth, an

American artist who lives and works in New York in his first solo exhibition in

Brussels. Schoolwerth revisits old masters like Simon Vouet and Lionello Spada,

digitalises and rearranges certain elements before later adding drawings and paint to

the canvas. By playing with visual data from the past, he address the modern world.

“His paintings assert a bizarre, freeze-dried clarity that is very much their own,”

writes The New York Times.

Opening 16 April

Nathalie Obadia Gallery, Rue Charles Decosterstraat 8 – 1050 Brussels

www.galerie-obadia.com 

There’s more to this city than massive art bazaars, thanks to Dr. Vinyl’s

78-shop shake-up and more…

The concert: Autre ne veut 

The crates: Dr Vinyl’s record store day

The show: Francois Jacob  

10 things to do during Art Brussels - The Word Magazine http://thewordmagazine.com/culture/10-things-to-do-during-art...
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m iguel abreu gallery  

 

 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 
 

Exhibition: Pieter Schoolwerth,  After Troy 
  

Dates:   November 9 – December 22, 2012  
 
Reception: Friday, November 9,  6 – 8:30PM 

 
 
Miguel Abreu Gallery is pleased to announce the opening, on Friday, November 9th, of After Troy, Pieter Schoolwerth’s 
fourth solo exhibition at the gallery. 

In this new series of works, Schoolwerth furthers his exploration of the effects of abstraction on the task of representing 
the human body through painting. Grounded in an initial act of tracing the contours of a digital printout of Simon 
Vouet’s Aeneas and His Family Fleeing Troy from 1635, he develops his complex compositions by combining drawn, 
printed, and painted pictorial elements that generally compress the four figure scene at hand into what might be 
described as a pulverized, single new figure in formation.  
 
Four decidedly different variations of the same painting are presented in the exhibition, along with a fifth derived from 
a scanned illustration of Aeneas and  Anchises by Lionello Spada, an alternative, yet strikingly similar depiction of Virgil’s 
Aeneas returning with his wife and son to persuade his resistant father to leave during the sack of Troy.  
 
A wide array of allegorical readings are rendered possible by these textured and tumultuous works, as their mythical 
narrative collides with the very fabric of their material content.  
 
  
For more information or for visuals, please contact the gallery: 
 

Miguel Abreu Gallery 
36 Orchard Street (between Canal & Hester), New York, NY 10002 
Telephone 212.995.1774 • Fax 646.688.2302 • post@miguelabreugallery.com 
 
Hours:  Wednesday – Sunday, 11 to6:30PM or by appointment 
Subway:  F to East Broadway; B, D to Grand Street;  J, M, Z to Delancey / Essex Street 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Exhibition: Pieter Schoolwerth, P o r t r a i t s  o f  P a i n t i n g s  
   

Dates:   October 30 – December 23, 2010 
 

Reception:  Saturday, October 30, 6 – 8 PM 
 
Miguel Abreu Gallery is pleased to announce the opening on Saturday, October 30th, of Pieter Schoolwerth’s 
Portraits of Paintings, the artist’s third one-person exhibition at the gallery. 
 

With the six new paintings included in this show, Pieter Schoolwerth further develops his Portraits of Paintings 
series, and enhances his ‘reworkings’ of old master figure paintings with compressed rearrangements of still lifes 
and landscapes. As made palpable by his uncannily identical large and small interpretations of Luis Melendez’s, 
Still Life With Beef, Bowl of Ham and Vegetables, and Receptacles of 1772, Schoolwerth continues to apprehend and keep 
in check the impulses to both 'critique' and 'express oneself’ through painterly depiction. Instead, he literally uses 
paintings from the past as the raw material upon which to ground his pictorial operations. As the rubric suggests, 
the Portraits of Paintings are allegorical in nature: each work deliberately stages the act of painting and depiction 
itself. 
 
The process enacted to create every work in the series to date remains essentially the same, yet it has become 
notably streamlined when compared to Schoolwerth’s preceding efforts. With the figure paintings, for instance, 
he begins by choosing primarily European pictures from the 16th to the 18th centuries, traces the contours of the 
multiple figures in the pre-existing image, before displacing and overlapping the bodies at hand to form a new, 
single hybridized figure. In what could be described as a reverse Analytic Cubist effect, in lieu of the articulation 
of one figure from multiple points of view, what emerges is one perspective on a chimera like mass that results 
from the superimposition of several bodies, with the head functioning as the central, magnetic point of 
compression. As it were, the new imaginary ‘figure’ stands in as a depicted  ‘portrait of' the original group.   
 
In Portrait of “The Healing of Tobit” (after Strozzi), Schoolwerth further condenses an already tight scene by the 
Italian Baroque painter, a biblical allegory of vision in which Tobias, with the help of the Angel Raphael, has 
applied fish gall to his father’s eyes, and gently pulls off the white patches to restore Tobit’s sight. Strozzi 
anticipates the magical narrative slightly by revealing the angel’s identity, which is lost again through 
Schoolwerth’s act of monstrous scrambling. Significantly, the fish in the lower right corner of the 17th-century 
picture, the source of healing of Tobit’s vision, is absent from the new painting.  As it were, the work of 
transformation of the pre-existing visual narrative offers no singular body or subjectivity other than the one 
afforded by the material action of paint itself. What transpires is a kind of double movement: abstraction 
followed by re-presentation, or rather extraction and re-incarnation. 
 
In the still-lifes, each of the individual depicted objects is drawn and recombined to form a hybridized mass – 
which often comes to assume a new 'figural' entity – a singular, often biomorphic object floating amidst the 
monochromatic 'ground.' The compression of the Melendez composition, for example, produces a shape 
suggesting a bizarre shoe, etc. 
 
Lastly, when 'portraying' works of landscape, Schoolwerth treats the source painting as one composed of three 
elements – the earth, the sea, and the sky – that together form an image of the pre-modern world. He traces each 
of these 'figurative' zones and overlaps them into a new singularly painted area – or 'figure' – that stands isolated 
on the ground, perhaps an allegory of the world as it stands in 2010. 



In more general cultural terms, all of the figurative Portraits of Paintings to date address the issue of making 
figurative paintings at a time when the physical body has become increasingly unstable in reality. Today’s image 
of one’s self exists as an amalgam of multiple, contiguous and competing images circulating instantaneously on 
the various screens of the digital realm. If our current experience of time and space is one of compression, 
superimposition, extrapolation and multiplication – all four characteristics owing to a certain order of 
abstraction – then the contemporary body might be considered a direct product of these forces. In a sense, the 
pictorial operation of the Portraits of Paintings methodically reflects, and even refracts this pulverized state of 
things. What distinguishes Schoolwerth’s project, however, what constitutes its element of resistance, lies in the 
final stages of the painting process, at the precise point when something akin to a new body appears, like a 
memorial to the flesh and blood body in flux. The delicate question then becomes that of the living dead. 
 
 
For more information or for visuals, please contact the gallery: 
 
36 Orchard Street (between Canal & Hester), New York, NY 10002 
Telephone 212.995.1774 • Fax 646.688.2302 • post@miguelabreugallery.com 
 
Gallery hours:  Wednesday – Sunday, 11:00 AM to 6:30 PM  
Subway:  F to East Broadway; B, D to Grand Street;  J, M, Z to Delancey / Essex Street 
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Earlier this year, London's Angular Recording Corporation released a compilation album entitled

Cold Waves And Minimal Electronics. Profiling an analogue (rather than digital) synthpop music

conjured into being by an obscured, disconnected constellation of young people living largely in the

suburbs and small towns of 1980s continental Europe, the story of the record, of the acts whose

music features on it and the contrasts it draws when set against today's new music are all, I think,

hugely interesting.

These are not tales I intend to tell myself, however - for that I have enlisted the help of Wierd

Records owner Pieter Schoolwerth, who - in tandem with Angular's Joe Daniel - gave much sweat

to the cause of its compilation. His answers here are similarly exhaustive, dedicated and erudite,

and are voluminous enough without the weight of my musings, though it's worth asserting at this

stage that Cold Waves and Minimal Electronics exists and so impresses largely because other

things no longer do.

In destroying any hiding place where music may once have loitered, the internet has also rendered

the isolation bands like Nine Circles and Jeunesse d'Ivoire existed in somewhat moot. It was an

isolation that mattered, and it still matters - surrounded at the time by glossy, chart-bound

synthpop poster children from the US and the UK, the ‘cold wave' groups seem always on the

verge of some cataclysmic existential shiver. You peer at photographs of the bands, these strange,

gaunt apparitions in their remote European wastes, ossified forever on monochrome 12” sleeves,

and you realise the importance of having that moment caught - if it hadn't been, if the record had

never existed, it seems inevitable that many of these people would have just shivered themselves

out of existence.

There are interesting comparisons to be made with today's nebulous constellation of bedroom

likeminds - the glo-fi groups, the lo-fi groups, the auteur producers revelling in post-dubstep

moments. The artists whose music fits, for now and however awkwardly, in those loose bands

might not be aware of each other's existences, but as technology gets less expensive it has a kind

of corralling effect, draw ing similar sounds from distant pockets. While this is true of the cold

wave groups, one key facet is that their equipment - analogue, played live with human hand - was

not so absolutely pre-programmed as to deny the entrance of human fallibility.
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And it's that irony that appeals, really - Cold Waves And Minimal Electronics is the sound and

story of synths, sure: of gear that always seemed to point urgently towards the future, but these

groups, their arpeggios often awkward, lyrics sometimes clumsy, seemed to stand at the crux of

something that hinted at the humanity before it without surrendering completely to a ubiquitous

digital future. Maybe more so even than that, it's the sound of a lonely, lost arcane.

What was the unearthing com iling rocess li e  ow long did it ta e from start to

com letion and what difficulties did ou face along the wa  What did ou en o  most

about the dig through resumabl  digital  crates

Pieter Schoolwerth: The Wierd/Angular collaborative effort began in the fall of 2007 when the

great Joe Daniel walked into the weekly Wierd Records party on the Lower East Side of NYC and

introduced himself. Joe had been following our activities since finding a copy of the first Wierd

Compilation at a record shop in Paris in 200 , and he quickly suggested we collaborate on a rather

ambitious release together. As Wierd I am only interested in releasing new music, but I have long

wished there was a nice collection of the early cold wave and minimal electronic groups that have

inspired my friends and I in building this new community in Brooklyn the last few years. I think

I'm speaking for everyone when I say we've never felt there to be a proper context historically for

the new music we have been making, as the history we do all regard so highly has been entirely

lost in time. I really wanted new music and young artists today to hear these songs, keep them

alive in the clubs, and hopefully in doing so expose a few people to a spirit that once existed in

underground alternative music that might inspire artists now in 2010.

To start the whole process I spent a few days in my record and tape stacks and sent Joe a four

CD-R set of 80 tracks I thought would be at least some semblance of a place to start in this

massive world of sounds. We then began corresponding daily and 2.  years and 3000  emails

later, and with about 10-12 of my long time friends over on the continent tirelessly helping us find

the original bands we were able to come up with a final tracklist of 19 songs we agreed on and

were able to track down. The first volume of the collection focuses on the minimal electronic side

of this history. Volume II if and hopefully when it comes together after another excellent detective

story which we have already begun will be devoted to the guitar-driven classic cold wave bands.

When entering into the rocess  did ou a roach the music as a curio  or is the cold wave

scene something that holds real significance  to ou whatever that term ma  im l  in

terms of historical cultural influence

PS: Well I suppose I am dating myself here a bit, but alas... I have been DJing in clubs and on

college radio, playing in bands, and a devoted fan of this music pretty much all of my adult life. I

began going out in '8 -8  as a young teenager, did my first radio show in the summer of '87

which became a weekly show by the fall of 1989 in Los Angeles, and never really stopped

spinning records or doing parties apart from taking a few years off with my move to NYC for my

first solo art  exhibition in '9 . I feel truly lucky to have been a part of the late 80s nightlife scene in

LA, it made a permanent impression I will never forget. It was a wild, ama ingly rich creative

scene and era where people were very free in the night, indie record shops were everywhere,

small bands and labels sold loads of records, could thus afford to tour, and underground music

was fantastically alive and well!

I have always firmly believed having a great party is truly an art form, and not unlike painting

which is how I make my living here in Brooklyn... its all about details - the perfect balance of

lights, colors, composition, people, physical and bodily pleasure... this is what I have for many

years now tried to preserve at Wierd in New York and the cold wave and minimal electronic

groups have always been for me the ultimate evocative soundtrack to creating this world.

Nothing holds more cultural significance for me than this musical history, and to see people slowly

becoming interested in this vast, unrecogni ed world of artists who really had little knowledge of

each other at the time is great for new music.

When I first became involved with this music, artists and small tape labels communicated via a

sort of international cassette culture underground. There were just a handful of guys over here in
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story of synths, sure: of gear that always seemed to point urgently towards the future, but these

groups, their arpeggios often awkward, lyrics sometimes clumsy, seemed to stand at the crux of

something that hinted at the humanity before it without surrendering completely to a ubiquitous

digital future. Maybe more so even than that, it's the sound of a lonely, lost arcane.

What was the unearthing com iling rocess li e  ow long did it ta e from start to

com letion and what difficulties did ou face along the wa  What did ou en o  most

about the dig through resumabl  digital  crates

Pieter Schoolwerth: The Wierd/Angular collaborative effort began in the fall of 2007 when the

great Joe Daniel walked into the weekly Wierd Records party on the Lower East Side of NYC and

introduced himself. Joe had been following our activities since finding a copy of the first Wierd

Compilation at a record shop in Paris in 200 , and he quickly suggested we collaborate on a rather

ambitious release together. As Wierd I am only interested in releasing new music, but I have long

wished there was a nice collection of the early cold wave and minimal electronic groups that have

inspired my friends and I in building this new community in Brooklyn the last few years. I think

I'm speaking for everyone when I say we've never felt there to be a proper context historically for

the new music we have been making, as the history we do all regard so highly has been entirely

lost in time. I really wanted new music and young artists today to hear these songs, keep them

alive in the clubs, and hopefully in doing so expose a few people to a spirit that once existed in

underground alternative music that might inspire artists now in 2010.

To start the whole process I spent a few days in my record and tape stacks and sent Joe a four

CD-R set of 80 tracks I thought would be at least some semblance of a place to start in this

massive world of sounds. We then began corresponding daily and 2.  years and 3000  emails

later, and with about 10-12 of my long time friends over on the continent tirelessly helping us find

the original bands we were able to come up with a final tracklist of 19 songs we agreed on and

were able to track down. The first volume of the collection focuses on the minimal electronic side

of this history. Volume II if and hopefully when it comes together after another excellent detective

story which we have already begun will be devoted to the guitar-driven classic cold wave bands.
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which became a weekly show by the fall of 1989 in Los Angeles, and never really stopped

spinning records or doing parties apart from taking a few years off with my move to NYC for my

first solo art exhibition in '9 . I feel truly lucky to have been a part of the late 80s nightlife scene in

LA, it made a permanent impression I will never forget. It was a wild, ama ingly rich creative

scene and era where people were very free in the night, indie record shops were everywhere,

small bands and labels sold loads of records, could thus afford to tour, and underground music

was fantastically alive and well!

I have always firmly believed having a great party is truly an art form, and not unlike painting

which is how I make my living here in Brooklyn... its all about details - the perfect balance of

lights, colors, composition, people, physical and bodily pleasure... this is what I have for many

years now tried to preserve at Wierd in New York and the cold wave and minimal electronic

groups have always been for me the ultimate evocative soundtrack to creating this world.

Nothing holds more cultural significance for me than this musical history, and to see people slowly

becoming interested in this vast, unrecogni ed world of artists who r eally had little knowledge of
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the US in the 80s who were aware of some of the European artists in this tradition, the main guys

being Al Margolis who ran Sound of Pig Tapes in New York and Chris Phinney at Harsh Reality

Music in Tennessee who both I remember sent out Xeroxed ine catalogs of all the tapes they

distributed. Much of the minimal synth music in particular first made it over here at the time

through the industrial noise/experimental electronics scene which these two pioneers were a part

of.

Through them I learned of Alain Neffe at the Insane Music  label in Belgium, perhaps the godfather

of European cassette culture and from whom I learned of so many of the cold wave and minimal

electronic bands through his Insane Music Compilation Series and a whole new world slowly

opened up to me.

Where did most of the music come from  What seemed to be the big influences on the

acts featured in both albums  musicall  and otherwise

PS: Cold wave and minimal electronic music in its first wave was almost entirely a continental

European phenomena in the early 80s, but because so many of the groups sang in their native

languages of French, German, Italian, and Dutch few of these groups were on labels with little if

any distribution and were largely all located outside of metropolitan areas in small towns and

suburbs, and thus were never heard in the US or UK.  So this massive world of thousands of

artists has long been overlooked and tragically forgotten. Cold wave was a guitar-driven form of

'Wave Music' that was early on quite informed by the icy ra or blade guitar sound and high-end

heavy drumtracking of the legendary producer Martin Hannett who created Manchester's Factory

Records sound. In 1978 the first great French group in this tradition, Marquis de Sade, released

their debut album and two years later journalists trying to describe their sound came up with ‘La

Vague Froide'. As this sound continued other influences began to seep in and the guitars became

heavier.

The second generation of incredible French cold wave groups arrived later in the mid-to-late

Eighties - Lucie Cries, Opera de Nuit or those on the Lively Art label in Paris such as Asylum Party

or Little Nemo. With their entrance, you start to hear a new hybridi ed, wavy psychedelic guitar

sound that absorbed and merged American and UK metal with the 'jangly wave' bands as I have

always called them (think early REM, Smiths, Lucy Show) to create what was almost a sort of

proto-shoega er sound. Its hard to listen to Asylum Party's 'M re' or 'Borderline', or Little Nemo's

'Sounds in the Attic' and not think of Kevin Shields, Lush, Ride, or Slowdive's guitar sounds soon

to come a few years later.

The minimal electronic bands made music with a similar emotional resonance but used analogue

synthesi ers, sequencers and drum machines very much inspired by the early industrial groups

such as Throbbing Gristle or SPK, as well as the German electronic bands of the 0s and 70s

such as Can, Neu!, Klaus Schul e etc. Like so many of the cold wave groups in France, the

'minimal synth' groups (which was a revisionist term invented later in the 90s by German eBay
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sellers in order to entice English-speaking record collectors) were largely isolated in non-urban

areas recording at home direct to cassettes. Of course the UK and US New Wave groups were

everywhere in the media and on MTV at the time, with huge budgets for recording, videos,

'image-development' teams etc. In the early minimal electronic groups you hear this same era of

synthesi er music stripped bare without any of this mediating commercial distraction guarding or

protecting the artists as it were. When the hand comes down on the keyboard you hear the organic

imperfections of electricity, and the lone human behind it. I have always loved the brilliant new

wave bands like Soft Cell, early Human League, Vince Clarke-era Depeche etc., but without the

monetary means and coming from different isolated places at the same time historically, the

European groups produced a very different humanistic, homemade private sound.

As with an  club read  s nth da led music  there seems at times a certain glitterball

glamour afoot  do ou thin  this was in an  wa  an ironic re resentation of more

affluent  Western clubland climes  or was it more a reaching out to the world  a desire to

oin in with the art  manifest in sound

I can tell you from meeting and corresponding with so many of these artists over the years, if by

'glamour' you mean were they flyin' high and dancing the night away surrounded by celebs and

glitterati at the Studio  outposts in north western Germany or southern Holland or Yugoslavia

then uh, no... this was certainly not the case. But a certain celebratory, decadent glamour certainly

does exist privately within the fragile sounds of the songs themselves. It's undeniable. Of course

some of the artists were likely aware of the 'Blit  Kids' London look and the post-Kraftwerk

robotic Germans prancing all over their TVs at home, but some really couldn't have cared less and

were simply on their own using the newly available consumer synthesi ers and cassette machines

to write and record their own songs alone in obscurity.

There isn't an ounce of irony in any of this music, which is one of the countless things I have

always found so refreshingly exciting and vulnerable about it, unlike so much commercial '80s

music and so much so-called 'indie' music now. A large part of why I wanted to do this release

was I think it's really important for new music to hear this sound and spirit. New, independently-

produced music is at a crossroads in negotiating the abstracting forces of the internet and its

accordant distancing effects which now appear in the music itself, between the music and fans,

and between fans themselves where communities are no longer being built in real space and time

to support new artists and local scenes off-line.

New music's reaction to these forces is very important for its survival. Irony and various heavy-

handed studio FX have a way of emptying out the human element in much new music, and I think

it's very important to keep the hand and spirit in the song. Irony was once a great outwardly-

directed political weapon in the '70s for great artis ts and thinkers like Malcolm McClaren, Devo

etc. who indeed had a 'target' in mind (i.e. Reagan/Thatcher/vapid consumerism etc.). But the

internet very much reversed the flow of irony in the mid-'90s, and many artists just make fun of

themselves now on stage and screen, which I find quite sad - it's basically the identical logic as

that of both stand-up comedy and commercial advertising, and is causing music to lose its

excitement. Many fantastic niche genres today like noise, power electronics, indie black metal and

the new 'Black Wave' scene in France remain resistant though to all this, with the sensitive and

'desiring' human body alive and well, and continue to be a beacon of black hope in the cold.

What are the eo le who made this music doing with their lives now  One of the things

that  find most interesting about the artists featured is the wa  the  seemed to fade awa

into obscurit  relativel  uic l  t s almost li e the  were la ing at being real

musicians  ha  with their own fleeting moment  ossified forever on the cover of a 

A large part of the resistance for so many of these bands was that the American and English press

have not always made it easy for European pop bands to be heard or taken seriously, especially

when proudly singing in their local tongues, from which point of view perhaps this world of

thousands of bands could be safely and conveniently seen as a lost group of hobbyist dilettantes,

but nothing could be further from the truth. In fact of the 19 bands included betwixt the LP/CD

and digital versions of the comp, 10 or them are still active today nearly 30 years later and never

stopped. Matthias Schuster from Bal Pare, Geert and Peter from Twilight Ritual/Linear Movement,

Dirk and Peter from Absolute Body Control, Eric Trochu from End of Data, Dirk and Frank from

the Neon Judgement, Franck Lope  of Opera Multi Steel and others continue to record, perform

and tour, and release or self-release their music on small local labels. Of course as with any genre

of music some of the bands did not last, made a few 7 s and tapes and called it quits whether out

of frustration or simply life moving on, and went on to pursue other things, careers, families etc.,

but the core early bands in this history are very alive and well and engaged in new music today.

The thing I hope fans will think about however in 2010 is the significance of this sound now, and

that they may come to appreciate its richly melancholic, humanistic and pleasure-seeking spirit that

this ama ing group of artists represents.
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And it's that irony that appeals, really - Cold Waves And Minimal Electronics is the sound and

story of synths, sure: of gear that always seemed to point urgently towards the future, but these

groups, their arpeggios often awkward, lyrics sometimes clumsy, seemed to stand at the crux of

something that hinted at the humanity before it without surrendering completely to a ubiquitous

digital future. Maybe more so even than that, it's the sound of a lonely, lost arcane.

What was the unearthing com iling rocess li e  ow long did it ta e from start to

com letion and what difficulties did ou face along the wa  What did ou en o  most

about the dig through resumabl  digital  crates

Pieter Schoolwerth: The Wierd/Angular collaborative effort began in the fall of 2007 when the

great Joe Daniel walked into the weekly Wierd Records party on the Lower East Side of NYC and

introduced himself. Joe had been following our activities since finding a copy of the first Wierd

Compilation at a record shop in Paris in 200 , and he quickly suggested we collaborate on a rather

ambitious release together. As Wierd I am only interested in releasing new music, but I have long

wished there was a nice collection of the early cold wave and minimal electronic groups that have

inspired my friends and I in building this new community in Brooklyn the last few years. I think

I'm speaking for everyone when I say we've never felt there to be a proper context historically for

the new music we have been making, as the history we do all regard so highly has been entirely

lost in time. I really wanted new music and young artists today to hear these songs, keep them

alive in the clubs, and hopefully in doing so expose a few people to a spirit that once existed in

underground alternative music that might inspire artists now in 2010.

To start the whole process I spent a few days in my record and tape stacks and sent Joe a four

CD-R set of 80 tracks I thought would be at least some semblance of a place to start in this

massive world of sounds. We then began corresponding daily and 2.  years and 3000  emails

later, and with about 10-12 of my long time friends over on the continent tirelessly helping us find

the original bands we were able to come up with a final tracklist of 19 songs we agreed on and

were able to track down. The first volume of the collection focuses on the minimal electronic side

of this history. Volume II  if and hopefully when it comes together after another excellent detective

story which we have already begun will be devoted to the guitar-driven classic cold wave bands.

When entering into the rocess  did ou a roach the music as a curio  or is the cold wave

scene something that holds real significance  to ou whatever that term ma  im l  in

terms of historical cultural influence

PS: Well I suppose I am dating myself here a bit, but alas... I have been DJing in clubs and on

college radio, playing in bands, and a devoted fan of this music pretty much all of my adult life. I

began going out in '8 -8  as a young teenager, did my first radio show in the summer of '87

which became a weekly show by the fall of 1989 in Los Angeles, and never really stopped

spinning records or doing parties apart fr om taking a few years off with my move to NYC for my

first solo art exhibition in '9 . I feel truly lucky to have been a part of the late 80s nightlife scene in

LA, it made a permanent impression I will never forget. It was a wild, ama ingly rich creative

scene and era where people were very free in the night, indie record shops were everywhere,

small bands and labels sold loads of records, could thus  afford to tour, and underground music

was fantastically alive and well!

I have always firmly believed having a great party is truly an art form, and not unlike painting

which is how I make my living here in Brooklyn... its all about details - the perfect balance of

lights, colors, composition, people, physical and bodily pleasure... this is what I have for many

years now tried to preserve at Wierd in New York and the cold wave and minimal electronic

groups have always been for me the ultimate evocative soundtrack to creating this world.

Nothing holds more cultural significance for me than this musical history, and to see people slowly

becoming interested in this vast, unrecogni ed world of artists who really had little knowledge of

each other at the time is great for new music.

When I first became involved with this music, artists and small tape labels communicated via a

sort of international cassette culture underground. There were just a handful of guys over here in
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the US in the 80s who were aware of some of the European artists in this tradition, the main guys

being Al Margolis who ran Sound of Pig Tapes in New York and Chris Phinney at Harsh Reality

Music in Tennessee who both I remember sent out Xeroxed ine catalogs of all the tapes they

distributed. Much of the minimal synth music in particular first made it over here at the time

through the industrial nois e/experimental electronics scene which these two pioneers were a part

of.

Through them I learned of Alain Neffe at the Insane Music label in Belgium, perhaps the godfather

of European cassette culture and from whom I learned of so many of the cold wave and minimal

electronic bands through his Insane Music Compilation Series and a whole new world slowly

opened up to me.

Where did most of the music come from  What seemed to be the big influences on the

acts featured in both albums  musicall  and otherwise

PS: Cold wave and minimal electronic music in its first wave was almost entirely a continental

European phenomena in the early 80s, but because so many of the groups sang in their native

languages of French, German, Italian, and Dutch few of these groups were on labels with little if

any distribution and were largely all located outside of metropolitan areas in small towns and

suburbs, and thus were never heard in the US or UK. So this massive world of thousands of

artists has long been overlooked and tragically forgotten. Cold wave was a guitar-driven form of

'Wave Music' that was early on quite informed by the icy ra or blade guitar sound and high-end

heavy drumtracking of the legendary producer Martin Hannett who created Manchester's Factory

Records sound. In 1978 the first great French group in this tradition, Marquis de Sade, released

their debut album and two years later journalists trying to describe their sound came up with ‘La

Vague Froide'. As this sound continued other influences began to seep in and the guitars became

heavier.

The second generation of incredible French cold wave groups arrived later in the mid-to-late

Eighties - Lucie Cries, Opera de Nuit or those on the Lively Art label in Paris such as Asylum Party

or Little Nemo. With their entrance, you start to hear a new hybridi ed, wavy psychedelic guitar

sound that absorbed and merged American and UK metal with the 'jangly wave' bands as I have

always called them (think early REM, Smiths, Lucy Show) to create what was almost a sort of

proto-shoega er sound. Its hard to listen to Asylum Party's 'M re' or 'Borderline', or Little Nemo's

'Sounds in the Attic' and not think of Kevin Shields, Lush, Ride, or Slowdive's guitar sounds soon

to come a few years later.

The minimal electronic bands made music with a similar emotional resonance but used analogue

synthesi ers, sequencers and drum machines very much inspired by the early industrial groups

such as Throbbing Gristle or SPK, as well as the German electronic bands of the 0s and 70s

such as Can, Neu!, Klaus Schul e etc. Like so many of the cold wave groups in France, the

'minimal synth' groups (which was a revisionist term invented later in the 90s by German eBay
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sellers in order to entice English-speaking record collectors) were largely isolated in non-urban

areas recording at home direct to cassettes. Of course the UK and US New Wave groups were

everywhere in the media and on MTV at the time, with huge budgets for recording, videos,

'image-development' teams etc. In the early minimal electronic groups you hear this same era of

synthesi er music stripped bare without any of this mediating commercial distraction guarding or

protecting the artists as it were. When the hand comes down on the keyboard you hear the organic

imperfections of electricity, and the lone human behind it. I have always loved the brilliant new

wave bands like Soft Cell, early Human League, Vince Clarke-era Depeche etc., but without the

monetary means and coming from different isolated places at the same time historically, the

European groups produced a very different humanistic, homemade private sound.

As with an  club read  s nth da led music  there seems at times a certain glitterball

glamour afoot  do ou thin  this was in an  wa  an ironic re resentation of more

affluent  Western clubland climes  or was it more a reaching out to the world  a desire to

oin in with the art  manifest in sound

I can tell you from meeting and corresponding with so many of these artists over the years, if by

'glamour' you mean were they flyin' high and dancing the night away surrounded by celebs and

glitterati at the Studio  outposts in north western Germany or southern Holland or Yugoslavia

then uh, no... this was certainly not the case. But a certain celebratory, decadent glamour certainly

does exist privately within the fragile sounds of the songs themselves. It's undeniable. Of course

some of the artists were likely aware of the 'Blit  Kids'  London look and the post-Kraftwerk

robotic Germans prancing all over their TVs at home, but some really couldn't have cared less and

were simply on their own using the newly available consumer synthesi ers and cassette machines

to write and record their own songs alone in obscurity.

There isn't an ounce of irony in any of this music, which is one of the countless things I have

always found so refreshingly exciting and vulnerable about it, unlike so much commercial '80s

music and so much so-called 'indie' music now. A large part of why I wanted to do this release

was I think it's really important for new music to hear this sound and spirit. New, independently-

produced music is at a crossroads in negotiating the abstracting forces of the internet and its

accordant distancing effects which now appear in the music itself, between the music and fans,

and between fans themselves where communities are no longer being built in real space and time

to support new artists and local scenes off-line.

New music's reaction to these forces is very important for its survival. Irony and various heavy-

handed studio FX have a way of emptying out the human element in much new music, and I think

it's very important to keep the hand and spirit in the song. Irony was once a great outwardly-

directed political weapon in the '70s for great artists and thinkers like Malcolm McClaren, Devo

etc. who indeed had a 'target' in mind (i.e. Reagan/Thatcher/vapid consumerism etc.). But the

internet very much reversed the flow of irony in the mid-'90s, and many artists just make fun of

themselves now on stage and screen, which I find quite sad - it's basically the identical logic as

that of both stand-up comedy and commercial advertising, and is causing music to lose its

excitement. Many fantastic niche genres today like noise, power electronics, indie black metal and

the new 'Black Wave' scene in France remain resistant though to all this, with the sensitive and

'desiring' human body alive and well, and continue to be a beacon of black hope in the cold.

What are the eo le who made this music doing with their lives now  One of the things

that  find most interesting about the artists featured is the wa  the  seemed to fade awa

into obscurit  relativel  uic l  t s almost li e the  were la ing at being real

musicians  ha  with their own fleeting moment  ossified forever on the cover of a 

A large part of the resistance for so many of these bands was that the American and English press

have not always made it easy for European pop bands to be heard or taken seriously, especially

when proudly singing in their local tongues, from which point of view perhaps this world of

thousands of bands could be safely and conveniently seen as a lost group of hobbyist dilettantes,

but nothing could be further from the truth. In fact of the 19 bands included betwixt the LP/CD

and digital versions of the comp, 10 or them are still active today nearly 30 years later and never

stopped. Matthias Schuster from Bal Pare, Geert and Peter from Twilight Ritual/Linear Movement,

Dirk and Peter from Absolute Body Control, Eric Trochu from End of Data, Dirk and Frank from

the Neon Judgement, Franck Lope  of Opera Multi Steel and others continue to record, perform

and tour, and release or self-release their music on small local labels. Of course as with any genre

of music some of the bands did not last, made a few 7 s and tapes and called it quits whether out

of frustration or simply life moving on, and went on to pursue other things, careers, families etc.,

but the core early bands in this history are very alive and well and engaged in new music today.

The thing I hope fans will think about however in 2010 is the significance of this sound now, and

that they may come to appreciate its richly melancholic, humanistic and pleasure-seeking spirit that

this ama ing group of artists represents.
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What human interest stories did ou uncover in the trawl through the cold wave archives

Was the human side motives  as irations  ins iration etc  something ou were een to

delve into  given the titular coldness  of the music

The word 'cold' is quite complex in describing this music, for apart from the sounds, as an

adjective it more importantly has always suggested to me more the artist's fragile emotional states

while producing it, and the accordant fact that it sounds so direct and unmediated in production,

its very private and humanly 'warm' through its metallic, icy sounds. In other words 'Cold' to me

has always suggested more something akin to sensiti ed and vulnerable - as in being strip searched

and laid bare on the ice, not what one would on first glance at the word assume to sound guarded

or detached.

The best part of this long (and what Joe and I began to call our daily) 'minimal synth detective

story' was meeting all these ama ing people and seeing how lives can go in so many different

ways as the years go by... Some of the bands were thrilled and in tears to learn we wanted to

release their songs, some were quite embittered and told us to go fuck ourselves which was great,

that it was the worst time in their lives they'd rather forget, some were incredibly paranoid and

delusional shut-ins who wanted great sums of money etc. etc... so many brilliantly eccentric,

charismatic characters, some very happy and comfortable, some much less so. Joe can tell you

the story of contacting Lidia from Nine Circles who a friend of mine in The Netherlands tracked

down on Facebook, she actually had no idea her music had even been recorded (check out the

recent phone interview the Guardian did with her).

And there were many other stories and obstacles to finding and then hearing what had become of

some of the groups. There were the expectable artists we could not find who had died,

disappeared, and most difficult of all recorded under countless pseudonyms. I was looking for

'Ursula Nun' as she called herself on the liner notes from the ama ing Swiss all female minimal

electronic band The Vyllies  and ended up being led all over Europe to many people who I hoped

would know her whereabouts. I tried a bunch of guys from the 80s Athens wave scene (their

debut EP on Creep Records only came out in Greece), then I found this fantastic guy on mySpace

in his mid- 0s who had photographed many of the early Zurich punk shows in the late 70s and we

finally found her. A few of the artists spoke no English so we had friends translate, one bi arre

guy who claimed to have the rights to a certain track (which turned out not to be true) had no

internet and would not answer his land line phone so I had a friend in western Germany literally

walk to his house and knock on his door for over an hour with no answer, think he was hiding

under the bed bless his cold heart!

For several other songs the master tapes were long-lost so we had to record direct from the

original highly imperfect 30 year old vinyl sources which was quite a task in itself.

s there an  earning on either of our arts to have been a contem orar  caught u  in

this scene

There never was a 'scene' in the social sense to get caught up in, that's the confusing issue here to

understand. Nearly all of these bands were working all over the world simultaneously, often

entirely unbeknownst to each other miles below the radar - it's a huge substratum of discarded

artists everywhere that's gone missing. A few knew each other, maybe met via a ‘ ine or played a
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show together locally but for the most part it was like a huge international network of totally

disconnected particles or pockets of artists... and it raises the philosophically complex question of

what it means to desire 'participating in' something that never existed, when you ask it here. I met

a young girl at the Wierd party a few weeks ago and it turned out she was 20-years-old (i.e. born

in 1991) and she casually said off the cuff: 'God I really miss the 80s ya know!'. 'Hmm... what do

you mean by that darling?' It was a Very Rare moment indeed.

This brings up the question of what this music stands for now, and the broader issue of how will

the future re-write the past when the internet is now reconditioning memory itself? As the young

girl's comment hints at and this revisionism feeds - the darkest question of all remains: what does

it mean 'to be nostalgic for' something you never experienced, and a scene that never existed?

What is it you are really 'missing'?

In being such an admirer of many these bands for a long time, however, I will say I often feel it's

very unfortunate that so many of them made such great songs that were never heard, nor were a

part of a social community as we have built here in Brooklyn now. Perhaps this addresses the

romanticisation of this music 'fading out' as you call it. Sean McBride from Martial Canterel said it

well: 'It was almost like these bands were writing the soundtrack to their own extinction' (which

has really proven to be true in many cases).

We have kept a new community of artists alive for many years here in Brooklyn very much

inspired by these groups, and honestly no-one has ever paid much attention to us or the music... I

think I can speak for my friends when I say we have simply long-identified with these groups

being quite alone and ignored and struggling. So perhaps in a way this may have been strangely

something that has come to motivate us here for the past few years to create this great new music

scene (off-line), with their songs, all having been so 'scene-lessly-produced', being the nightlife

soundtrack we all revel in each week, with new band after band being born like some kind of

magical analogue mold. When I brought Absolute Body Control over to play with Martial Canterel,

Wolf Eyes, and Carlos Giffoni a few years to a packed house in Brooklyn, it was really interesting

to see all the noise and synth fans new and old coming together under one cold communal roof

almost 2  years after ABC had begun.

o ou thin  an  of the acts were aware of the fact that their futurism would one da  turn

into retro futurism

That is something you should ask the artists themselves. It would be interesting to see how they

look back on this common 80s idea of the synthesi er's function as a tool of future-making, with

all the abstracting difficulties computers and the web have introduced into day to day life, human

relationships, and surviving as a musician now. I would also like to as k them how they feel about

their (apocalyptically foreboding) 'futurism' now being heard as I see it as a 'retro-humanism', in

what is quickly becoming a 'post-human' era in which the physical body is disappearing before our

very eyes...

Wh  do ou thin  a lot of the music has lain dormant for a while  Wh  did it ta e this

long for the com s to a ear  and wh  should the  a ear now

There has always been an outlet for finding this music, it has just not been so easy to discover the

trapdoor in, and many of the original records and tapes were indeed limited editions, almost always

out of necessity and not by choice, and as I mentioned earlier with the vocals often being in the

bands' indigeneous languages greatly limited distribution politically at the time. The great Pedro

Hoerstur  in Germany who compiled the crucially important Flexipop compilation series in the

early-mid 90s should rightly be thanked as the crucial figure who kept these songs alive between

the 80s and the birth of the web, where they became available years ago and found all kinds of

new young fans apart from the few older record collectors who owned the records and tapes

before that. A few years later the all-important Genetic Records label in Germany released the

'Reminiscence' 3 x LP vinyl box set, which was the first time many of these bands were reborn on

vinyl for DJs. As far as appearing now, as I said I really believe the unmediated, emotionally

expressive and un-ironic or detached 'direct' punk-inspired sound is a welcome blast of fro en

cold air for new music and will hopefully inspire a few new artists to turn off their computers, get

some gear and go out and party to re-build a new underground alternative musical scene that is

desperately needed in 2010... this bitchy old DJ's fingers are crossed! :)))

or more on cold ave s uncovering, head over to this Tum lr  e t month Wierd ill release a

air of ne  al ums from ran  ust ran  and Automelodi  Also orth investigating is the

tones Thro  release The Minimal Wave Tapes hich you can find out more a out here.
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The word 'cold' is quite complex in describing this music, for apart from the sounds, as an

adjective it more importantly has always suggested to me more the artist's fragile emotional states

while producing it, and the accordant fact that it sounds so direct and unmediated in production,

its very private and humanly 'warm' through its metallic, icy sounds. In other words 'Cold' to me

has always suggested more something akin to sensiti ed and vulnerable - as in being strip searched

and laid bare on the ice, not what one would on first glance at the word assume to sound guarded

or detached.

The best part of this long (and what Joe and I began to call our daily) 'minimal synth detective

story' was meeting all these ama ing people and seeing how lives can go in so many different

ways as the years go by... Some of the bands were thrilled and in tears to learn we wanted to

release their songs, some were quite embittered and told us to go fuck ourselves which was great,

that it was the worst time in their lives they'd rather forget, some were incredibly paranoid and

delusional shut-ins who wanted great sums of money etc. etc... so many brilliantly eccentric,

charismatic characters, some very happy and comfortable, some much less so. Joe can tell you

the story of contacting Lidia from Nine Circles who a friend of mine in The Netherlands tracked

down on Facebook, she actually had no idea her music had even been recorded (check out the

recent phone interview the Guardian did with her).

And there were many other stories and obstacles to finding and then hearing what had become of

some of the groups. There were the expectable artists we could not find who had died,

disappeared, and most difficult of all recorded under countless pseudonyms. I was looking for

'Ursula Nun' as she called herself on the liner notes from the ama ing Swiss all female minimal

electronic band The Vyllies and ended up being led all over Europe to many people who I hoped

would know her whereabouts. I tried a bunch of guys from the 80s Athens wave scene (their

debut EP on Creep Records only came out in Greece), then I found this fantastic guy on mySpace

in his mid- 0s who had photographed many of t he early Zurich punk shows in the late 70s and we

finally found her. A few of the artists spoke no English so we had friends translate, one bi arre

guy who claimed to have the rights to a certain track (which turned out not to be true) had no

internet and would not answer his land line phone so I had a friend in western Germany literally

walk to his house and knock on his door for over an hour with no answer, think he was hiding

under the bed bless his cold heart!

For several other songs the master tapes were long-lost so we had to record direct from the

original highly imperfect 30 year old vinyl sources which was quite a task in itself.

s there an  earning on either of our arts to have been a contem orar  caught u  in

this scene

There never was a 'scene' in the social sense to get caught up in, that's the confusing issue here to

understand. Nearly all of these bands were working all over the world simultaneously, often

entirely unbeknownst to each other miles below the radar - it's a huge substratum of discarded

artists everywhere that's gone missing. A few knew each other, maybe met via a ‘ ine or played a
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show together locally but for the most part it was like a huge international network of totally

disconnected particles or pockets of artists... and it raises the philosophically complex question of

what it means to desire 'participating in' something that never existed, when you ask it here. I met

a young girl at the Wierd party a few weeks ago and it turned out she was 20-years-old (i.e. born

in 1991) and she casually said off the cuff: 'God I really miss the 80s ya know!'. 'Hmm... what do

you mean by that darling?' It was a Very Rare moment indeed.

This brings up the question of what this music stands for now, and the broader issue of how will

the future re-write the past when the internet is now reconditioning memory itself? As the young

girl's comment hints at and this revisionism feeds - the darkest question of all remains: what does

it mean 'to be nostalgic for' something you never experienced, and a scene that never existed?

What is it you are really 'missing'?

In being such an admirer of many these bands for a long time, however, I will say I often feel it's

very unfortunate that so many of them made such great songs that were never heard, nor were a

part of a social community as we have built here in Brooklyn now. Perhaps this addresses the

romanticisation of this music 'fading out' as you call it. Sean McBride from Martial Canterel said it

well: 'It was almost like these bands were writing the soundtrack to their own extinction' (which

has really proven to be true in many cases).

We have kept a new community of artists alive for many years here in Brooklyn very much

inspired by these groups, and honestly no-one has ever paid much attention to us or the music... I

think I can speak for my friends when I say we have simply long-identified with these groups

being quite alone and ignored and struggling. So perhaps in a way this may have been strangely

something that has come to motivate us here for the past few years to create this great new music

scene (off-line), with their songs , all having been so 'scene-lessly-produced', being the nightlife

soundtrack we all revel in each week, with new band after band being born like some kind of

magical analogue mold. When I brought Absolute Body Control over to play with Martial Canterel,

Wolf Eyes, and Carlos Giffoni a few years to a packed house in Brooklyn, it was really interesting

to see all the noise and synth fans new and old coming together under one cold communal roof

almost 2  years after ABC had begun.

o ou thin  an  of the acts were aware of the fact that their futurism would one da  turn

into retro futurism

That is something you should ask the artists themselves. It would be interesting to see how they

look back on this common 80s idea of the synthesi er's function as a tool of future-making, with

all the abstracting difficulties computers and the web have introduced into day to day life, human

relationships, and surviving as a musician now. I would also like to ask them how they feel about

their (apocalyptically foreboding) 'futurism' now being heard as I see it as a 'retro-humanism', in

what is quickly becoming a 'post-human' era in which the physical body is disappearing before our

very eyes...

Wh  do ou thin  a lot of the music has lain dormant for a while  Wh  did it ta e this

long for the com s to a ear  and wh  should the  a ear now

There has always been an outlet for finding this music, it has just not been so easy to discover the

trapdoor in, and many of the original records and tapes were indeed limited editions, almost always

out of necessity and not by choice, and as I mentioned earlier with the vocals often being in the

bands' indigeneous languages greatly limited distribution politically at the time. The great Pedro

Hoerstur  in Germany who compiled the crucially important Flexipop compilation series in the

early-mid 90s should rightly be thanked as the crucial figure who kept these songs alive between

the 80s and the birth of the web, where they became available years ago and found all kinds of

new young fans apart from the few older record collectors who owned the records and tapes

before that. A few years later the all-important Genetic Records label in Germany released the

'Reminiscence' 3 x LP vinyl box set, which was the first time many of these bands were reborn on

vinyl for DJs. As far as appearing now, as I said I really believe the unmediated, emotionally

expressive and un-ironic or detached 'direct' punk-inspired sound is a welcome blast of fro en

cold air for new music and will hopefully inspire a few new artists to turn off their computers, get

some gear and go out and party to re-build a new underground alternative musical scene that is

desperately needed in 2010... this bitchy old DJ's fingers are crossed! :)))

or more on cold ave s uncovering, head over to this Tum lr  e t month Wierd ill release a

air of ne  al ums from ran  ust ran  and Automelodi  Also orth investigating is the

tones Thro  release The Minimal Wave Tapes hich you can find out more a out here.
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Pieter Schoolwerth 
GALERIE NATHALIE OBADIA  
3, rue du Cloitre St. Merri  
March 13–May 15 

 
In his first solo exhibition in France, Pieter Schoolwerth  
further refines his adaptations of old-master canvases,  
reworkings that function neither as critique nor as parody but  
as raw material for an investigation of the possibilities of  
figurative painting. Each of Schoolwerth’s “portraits”  
condenses an iconic composition with multiple subjects— 
mostly genre scenes or religious narratives, like Georges de la  
Tour’s Cheat with the Ace of Diamonds, 1635, or Giovanni  
Biliverti’s The Archangel Refuses Tobias’s Offerings, 1612–– 
into a single hybrid mass of bravura paint-handling against a  
matte monochrome background. 
 
One strategy for looking at these paintings is cued by the 
gallery’s display of Schoolwerth’s studies for each portrait—
transparent acetate sheets about eighteen inches square, on 
which the artist has traced the composition of the source 
canvas in colored marker, cut out the figures like clear plastic 
dolls, superimposed them into one reconfigured mass, and 
taped them onto white paper. In the acetate preparatory sheet 
for the Biliverti painting, one sees the silhouetted legs of 
Tobias removed from the right side of the composition and slid 
under the awning of the angel’s wings at left—closing the 
narrative circuit, enmeshing the supplicant and the 
supplicated in one contorted body. But if one impulse is to 
utilize these X-rays, so to speak, to see the regrafted bones 
within the hybrid creature, ultimately the stronger pull is to 
linger over its flesh. The ostentatious illusionism of old-master 
works—the glint of a crystal goblet painted, it seems, with an 
ice pick, or a meltingly tactile fur collar—and their dramas of 
martyrdom, vanity, and devotion are neither deflated nor 
lampooned, but rather displaced into the paint itself. The 
detailed stitch work of an embroidered surface is alive in a 
dry, broken-up skid of pigment; the drama of a coded hand 
gesture—a divination, a benediction, a theft—now comes from 
the wet, sand-colored swoop of the hand that executes it. 

— Julia Langbein 
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Pieter Schoolwerth, Portrait of  
“Still Life” (after Cotan), 2010,  
oil on canvas, 66 1/2 x 86 1/2”. 
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Thomas McEvilley, “Openings: Pieter Schoolwerth,” Artforum, January 1995, pp. 80-81




